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has to coordinate to deliver the right experience, including the

always variable human beings.

Conclusion and Continuation

The third phase of duration is the conclusion, which marks the end

of the interaction with the product or service. Conclusion is a state

ofmind in which the meaning or visceral experience lingers, but our

rational mind judges and contrasts it to other offerings or previous

experiences. How an experience concludes is critical, because that's

what codifies how customers regard the experience and establishes

what they expect in the future.

This phase is most evident with experiences that have a finite

end to them, such as a hotel stay. Smart hotels treat the check-out

process as an integral part of the overall experience.They treat their

customer with great respect, thanking her for the visit, providing an

appropriate record ofthe charges, and offeringto help with luggage

or directions. Less adept hotels under-staff the desk, creating long

lines at checkout time, or they slide the closing bill under the

guest's door. Maids approach early, anxious to begin cleaning the

room for the next person. Bellmen are busy with arriving guests

and rush those who are leaving As such, the last impression a cus

tomer has quickly turns negative, even if she liked the initial expe

rience and the time she spent at the hotel.

Not every experience should end and not every end is finite.

Some experiences, like using an investment service, are continuous,

with peaks of higher usage and valleysof lower usage. Other expe

riences are cyclical, occurring over and over again, such as visiting a

restaurant or shopping at a particular store. During each subse

quent immersion, the customer's trust in the authenticity of the

experience is deepened. Ideally, this provides some insurance

against the inevitable breakdown, such as slow service or an out-of-

stock problem.
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Intensity ol ibe cus^oJuey's i/nleracVon

In physics, intensity is the measure of energy flow. In design, inten

sity is a measure of the connection a consumer has with the experi

ence. In experience design, we consider three levels of intensity:

reflexive, habitual, and engagement.

l£j-/«ex/v^/' The weakest kind ofconnection is reflexive, more commonly
known in marketing as "impulse." A reflex is a nearly unconscious

response to stimulus, such as grabbing a tissue to catch a sneeze or

fillinga glasswith icebefore adding soda. While companies might

want its customers to buy on impulse and reflexively use its prod

ucts, this happens only in specialized cases. When an impulse buy

does occur, it's because the category is highly generic (such as

bagged ice), or relatively low-priced with little risk of disappoint

ment (such as gum or candy). Since a reflexive connection can be

stimulated in so few product categories and provides little opportu

nity forexperience design, the reflexive level isn't an areaof primary

concern for us here.

Habitual

We are, however, interested in the habitual level of intensity. A habit

is a repeated pattern, behavior, or thought, like how we brush our

teeth, tie our shoes, or toss a salad. Habits generally develop from a

need for convenience or efficiency, or just from early training.

Although these practices are habitual, people are usuallywilling to

modify their behavior for greaterconvenience, efficiency, or what

everother need gave rise to the habit in the firstplace. Some habits

are built on meaning. Ritualssuch as serving turkey at Thanksgiving

or making the sign of a cross when frightened are a type of habit

designed to remind us ofgreater meaning.

Most companies hope that people will use their offerings in a

habitual manner and become loyal customers, but for this to occur
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and to continue over a sustained period, the products and services

typically have to take on deeper meaning. Elephant Pharmacy is a

good example of how offering customers a more meaningful expe

rience encourages a more habitual connection. The new Berkeley,

California-based drugstore sells everything its customers need from

a conventional drugstore, but it also offers a wide selection of alter

native health, beauty, and lifestyle products. Its educated staffoffers

free health and wellness classes and advice on a daily basis, and the

store also offers free consultations with a rotating staff of medical

experts.

According to CEO and President, Kathi Lentzsch, the experi

ence Elephant Pharmacy seeks to offer its customers is all about

"feeling good" and living the good life. "We want customers to

come in and not feel rushed to get out, not feel intimidated by

what we sell, not feel 'sold to.' The experience is also about choice:

We offer customers the opportunity to build on their life and how

they choose to live, or we offer them the opportunity to change to a

new, healthier way to live—with no judgments on our part." Ele

phant Pharmacy has consciously designed the shopping experience

so that when customers enter the store they feel they are living the

good life, enjoying an experience of enlightenment and commu

nity. This experience keeps them coming back. As Lentzsch

explains, "What we hear from people is that they love the feeling of

the store. On average, they hang out for 30 to 40 minutes, com

pared to 5 to 10 minutes in a conventional drugstore." Rather than

assuming its customers would habitually return just because the

store is conveniently located or offers lower prices, Elephant Phar

macy attracts habitual use by offering its customers a more mean

ingful experience of shopping.

If an experience has the potential to become habitual, it's

worth thinking about how that might be encouraged. Considering

our new shoe offering, could we make the shoes feel and look so

good that people want to wear them all the time? Can we send
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customers a daily email message reminding them to workout each

day? Could we recommend a weekly shoe cleaning ritual that

reminds purchasers of the shoe's performance and beauty? Do we

incentivize customers to automatically replace their shoes every six

months? These and other reasonable options should be explored

by members of the innovation team during the design process.

Engagement

The third level of intensity is engagement. When an experience is

engaging, it commands a consumer's conscious attention through

nearly all of the stages of duration and the various components of

the experience. Many experiences are by their very nature inherently

engaging.They might entail risk, like diving off a high platform, or

be highly stimulating, like riding a roller coaster. We may be easily

engaged by something we find fascinating, like nanotechnology or

piaures from the Hubble telescope. Music, art, drama, and other

forms of entertainment are successful when they engage the audi

ence emotionally or intellectually. While meaning is not a necessary

ingredient of an engaging process (Goliath at SixFlagsMagicMoun

tain doesn't need to deliver meaning to please its stimulation-loving

riders), engagement almost always provides an excellent opportu

nity to convey meaning.

A colleague recently told us about her search for a new car.

She made trips to the Subaru, Audi, and BMW dealerships. Each

had large, clean showrooms with sales professionals who could

articulate their cars' strong points: safety, style, performance, num

ber one ranking in Consumer Reports, and so on. In each case, she

took a test drive that technically engaged her in driving the car. But

in each case, the engagement fell flat.These cars met very high stan

dards, but they remained just cars to her. On a whim, she visited a

Mini Cooper dealership and instantly recognized this car-buying

experience as different. The environment was hip, stylish, and
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informative. Rather than emphasizing the car, Mini Cooper empha

sized the experience she would have driving the car. For example, a

"TestDrive Accessory"display offered her a variety of music CD's to

play during the drive. Our friend was thrilled to find the Rolling

Stones' "Hot Stuff' among the choices. It didn't take long for her to

realize she was in love with the Mini Cooper. It wasn't how the car

handled, how the seat felt, some vague sense of status associated

with the brand, or the thrill a small car conveys. All these factors

were present and they engaged her. But these attributes were nicely

wrapped in an overall meaning she could only describe as "Hot

stuff." And that's exactlywhat she wanted in her next car.

Experiences aren't always habitual or engaging; mindlessness

has its virtues, and reflex comes in handy. However, any product or

service category can accommodate development of habitual or

engaged levels of experience—if they're designed appropriately. In

most cases, customers decide the degree of intensity they want. For

instance, in the financial services arena, some people want to be

activelyengaged in managing their money. Others want the ease and

efficiency of safe habits. Some people drink a glassof wine as a habit

ual way to unwind; others savor each sip. Choosing whether to

design for habit or engagement (or somewhere in between these two

levels) means referring back to customer research done in the initial

stage of "Finding Opportunity" and basing that decision on how

those potential consumers you want to reach are likely to behave.

Bypaying attention to the breadth, duration, and intensity of

the experience as we've outlined here, the innovation team can col

lectively create a "proof of concept" or early experience prototype

sufficiently detailed to sell the project throughout the organization.

If needed, this early prototype can be shared with trusted partners

or alliances or to elicit consumer feedback. To develop the experi

ence further, the team next moves on to the refinement stage where

the smallest details make a big difference.
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Delivering Reality

Breadth, duration, and intensity give shape to an experience,

but what guides our interpretation its meaning—what ulti

mately leads us to decide whether or not we find it person

ally relevant and fit—are often often much finer details. If the

refinments ofan experience aren't carefully designed, the experience

may seem disjointed, confusing, even false. Unfortunately, this is a

common occurrence. A bank will offer to centralize all our financial

needs, but then make us use different account numbers, access

different websites, and sometimes even visit different branches to

experience their promise of unity. A garden-supply company will

emphasize the importance of aeating a beautiful environment, but

package its products in dated, ugly containers. A retailer will expand

into a new country and concentrate on the accurate translation of its

experience through language, only to offend customers with cultur

ally inappropriate colors, sounds, or smells.

For customers to perceive the meaning of an experience as

intended to be clearly perceived, the experience must consistently

connea with them. Designing to trigger these critical experiential

touchpoints involves primarily two refining dimensions: interactiv

ity between customer and product, and aesthetic details.

107
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Interactivity

Interaaivity isn't well understood. To some, it suggests animation.

To others, it relates only to "interactive technologies" and devices

like computers or Web pages. To still others, it describes a type of

action or dialog between two or more people where one response

relates to the next. This is a hotly debated topic. Expand the context

beyond technology to include the world of consumer goods and

services, and the debate becomes even more fragmented.

We see interactivity as the two-way engagement that occurs

throughout an experience. The nature of any given interaction lies

on a continuum ranging from, on one end, the passive (listening to

music on a stereo) and reactive (we see a package on a groceryshelf

and reaa to its message) to the highly interaaive on the other, such

as responding to a car we see piaured in an ad and then interacting

with it on a test drive, or joining Weight Watchers and interacting

both in person and online with its counselors and other customers.

And there is infinite variety in between.

Of all the possible types and characteristics of interactivity,

the ones that interest us most herea re those that most directly con

tribute to meaning: creativity, productivity, control, adaptability,

feedback, and communication.

Control

People expea to have some degree ofcontrol over their experiences.

This control usually makes them feel more secure, even if it's only

illusory, like dosing our eyeson a roller coaster.The ability for a cus

tomer to control an experience takes many forms. A customer might

control the rate of interaction. For example, one customer may drive

a car aggressively, pushing its performance to its maximum. Another

customer drives the same model more casually, enjoying a different

level of interactivity. Another way that customers choose how they
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will interaa is in the sequence ofsteps they take through the experi

ence. One person may walk down each aisle in a store, while

another goesdirectly to the seaion she wants. Customerscan also

exert control over the interaaivity of an experience by seleaing

options they want, such as using only certain features on a

miaowave or a cell phone and ignoring all the others.

Acompanycan't specifically support every customer's desired

levelofcontrol, but the innovation team can consider what degreeof

control most customers will prefer and at what points in the experi

ence In the caseof a film, for example, the expectationof control will

be very little; quite the oppositein the case of choosing custom fea

tures for a personalized produa. This is crucial for experiencesthat

evoke meaning. Ifa customer feels no level of personal controlas the

experience unfolds, it's less likelyto be meaningful to him.

Adaptability
Experiences that seem to adapt to our interests and behaviors feel

more sophisticatedand personal. Service components of an experi

ence, particularly those delivered by people, are typically easier to

adapt.Achildcare provider can continuously adapt to the needsof

the children under her care. Adaptations that require change in the

produa, brand, or channel are more difficult. Our new shoe can't

immediately customize its fit to each wearer. The retail store can't

easily change the shopping environment to suit each potential

buyer. However, if the store'ssalesperson is talented, she can adapt

to each customer and fine-tune the shoe experience for each person

she serves.

An experience can seem to be more adaptable if it's designed

to change in response to certain conditions. For example, many

websites adapt automatically to whether a customer accesses it

from one country or region or another, welcomingthe customer in

a certain language and pre-seleaing the content available. Similarly,

a service representative may be directed to respond in one of ten
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different ways depending on the mood of the caller. Another form

of adaptability is customization. Customization allows customers

to choose options that tailor a product, service, or experience to

their needs and desires. It's typically easier to develop a produa

that can be customized than it is to engineer one that can be per

sonalized, since custom options are always finite and controllable

whereas personalized options may be infinite. Personalization

requires a more sophisticated levelof interaction and planning, as

choices and options cannot always be anticipated.

Not all customer experience merit the additional time, effort,

and resources needed to be fully personalized. But experiences that

reaa and respond to participant input have the potential to evoke

meaning more strongly and more personally.

Feedback

An experience that tells us something about itself—that is, that pro

vides information about its status and its response to us—tends to

feel more interactive than one that doesn't. Feedback can be a sim

ple explanation of why we must wait in line, a personal greeting as

we enter pass through a store entrance, or recommended seleaions

based on a detailed account of our past purchases. Different experi

ences demand different rates and types of feedback. Avideo or com

puter game, for example, provides a great deal of rapid feedback to

the user to keep him engaged and to keep the action progressing.

Relaxing experiences, likestream fishing, typicallyprovide much less

frequent or simpler feedback.

People's expectations of the type and rate of feedback may be

set by their daily routines. When microwaves were introduced, most

women expeaed them to provide feedback similar to an oven

because that routine was familiar to them. Similarly,skiers often find

snowboarding difficult because they expea the snowboard to

respond to their aoions in the way a ski does. When the board's feed

back is different, the skier is confused and takes the wrong action.
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When an experience is completely new or isn't comparable to

a familiar routine, we expea the feedback to at least be coherent,

consistent, and observe basic human social conventions. This con

tention is not new—it's been explored and discussed in the writings

ofscholars and designers for decades, most notably cognitive scien

tist Donald Norman, in his book, Emotional Design and Stanford

professors Cliff Nass and Byron Reeves in their book, The Media

Equation. We can confirm from our own experience that this expec

tation of rational and socially appropriate feedback extends to wide

classes of products and services, not just technology.

In designing experiences, the team needs to carefully consider

the type and rate of feedback needed to support the desired experi

ence. Will Footwork's customers prefer the "spot light" attention

given to an athlete or the more reserved, respectful attention given

to an artist?

Communication

Experiences that allow customers to communicate, or simply be

heard, tend to increase satisfaction. These also allow people to

attach meaning to experiences—especially the meanings that are

supported by social interactions with others (such as community).

Companies have many options for designing interactive com

munication within an experience. The simplest approach is to

request comments and feedback from customers which many

already do. Some firms go even further, regularly updating their

customers on the company's plans and seeking their opinions, as

Microsoft does in its annual CEO Summit. Amazon's publication

ofselected customer's "favorites list" and its publication of readers'

critiques are examples of communication.

If community is an important element ofan experience, then

a place where customers can meet, talk, and share personal stories

and opinions is vital. In the late 1990's, Nike sought to relate to

customers less as a ubiquitous, monolithic corporation and more
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as a personal, local company. It hired vivid studios, which created

interactive experiences for visitors to the Nike website. Vivid

focused on conneaing customrers and giving them a voice The site

certainly wasn't the most technologically advanced. On the con

trary, it was purposely designed to be compatible with the majority

ofWeb browsers of the time, as well as users with slow, dial-up con

nections. Byfocusing on people and building opportunities to hear

from its customers, Nike was able to forge new ties with its cus

tomers. Nike's strategy today isn't the same, nor should it be; tech

nology and expectations have changed. What hasn't changed,

however, is the ability of interaaive attributes like control, adapt

ability, feedback and communication to forge a meaningful two-

way connection with customers.

Triggers

Weopened this chapter with a discussion of interaaivity, but that's

not to shortchange the discussion of triggers. In fact, the two-way

connection aeated by an interaaive experience is highly dependent

on the effective use of aesthetic details, or triggers—the sensory

expression of an experience.

In the early 1940's, Louis Cheskin was hired by a restaurant

chain in Chicago that needed to increase its revenue. Louis visited

one of the restaurants and noted a large sign on the roof announc

ing "Hot Food" (remember, this was the early 1940's). His subse

quent report to the chain owner instructed the company to change

the color of the roof from blue to red before considering any other

revisions to the menu, restaurant design, or advertising. The owner

made the change and sales jumped 30 percent within the first few

months.

This anecdote, although decades old, remains an excellent

example of the impaa of triggers. The restaurant changed nothing
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but the color of the roof, but that one modification dramatically

changed customers' opinion of the restaurant.

Getting the sensory details, like the color, of an experience

right is important because it's often these details that create first

impressions and evoke an initial sense of meaning. These fine

points become code that a customer will interpret quickly and use

to measure her interest.

The role of triggers was a primary focus of Louis Cheskin's

work in the 1930s and 1940s. It was then that he first discovered a

trait he called "sensation transference," in which the aesthetic prop

erties of a package directly influences a customer's experience of a

product or service. Cheskin now has literally thousands of case

studies documenting the power of triggers. While most examples

focus on visual triggers, it's well known that non-visual sensory trig

gers have the same power, for example, in the 1980's MlTs Media

Lab conducted tests of high-definition television prototypes. The

researchers put two different prototypes next to each other and

asked people to judge which had the better picture. In one test, the

screens were identical—the prototypes differed only in the quality

of the audio. Despite these identical screens, people consistently

claimed that the system with the better sound quality had a better

picture. In this case, the higher quality of the sound influenced peo

ple's perception of the picture.

Triggers can instantly—but often subconsciously— evoke an

element of meaning and as such, they are valuable assets to an

innovation team. The most common triggers available to designers

and marketers are language, symbols, and sensations.

Language

Words are obviously important in conveying information, instruc

tion, and details throughout all the components of an experience.

With the exception of the "artist formerly known as Prince," most

brands are recognized not by their logos alone but by their names or
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their abbreviations (even Prince now recognizes the need for a

name). While there are many effective ways to create a powerful

brand name, brands built on words that directly represent the expe

rience offered, like Air France, Fast Company or Country Life, will help

form the customer's perception of the experience Byusing language

that in its cadence and tone embodies the broader experience it sup

ports, words can deliver meaning beyond their literal value. Excla

mations like "Pow!" and "Bam!" in a Batman movie contribute to a

viewer's sense of excitement, while military euphemisms such as

"collateral damage" or "surgical accuracy" recast the chaotic experi

ence ofwar as a controllable event.

Technically, words aresymbols—the letters represent sounds

that our cultures teach us to recognize as indicating particular

objects, concepts, or phenomena—but in most cases, words are

able communicate shared meaning more precisely than a graphic

symbol. Although software programs offer symbol-only menus to

conserve saeen space most users find simple words like "search"

and "favorites" faster and easier to recognize than a magnifying

glass and a star.

Unfortunately, words and phrases are rarely universal, even

among people with a shared language.Aword can have numerous

associations or connotations, depending on the speaker's region,

age, gender, occupation, education level, and more. This makes

words difficult to use in designing globally applicable experiences.

Unless keyterms are carefullytranslated into a customer's language

they will become ineffectivecommunicators at best and misleading

at worst.

Symbols

A symbol is an artifaa that represents a concept or a quality. Unlike

words, a symbol usually enjoys relatively consistent interpretation,

at least within its originating culture and in some cases, internation

ally. For example, an arrow is universally understood to indicate
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direction. Asymbol can be a direa refleaion of its meaning, such as

a plus sign signifying "added" or "more," or a stylized or allegorical

version with less obvious ties, like a horseshoe representing luck. In

the case of brand logos, symbols can be invented and attain mean

ing over time like the "swoosh" now universally associated with

Nike or the curved bottle that has become synonymous with Coca-

Cola. But when symbols are aeated or used for various purposes, an

innovation team and its designers need to ensure their customers

interpret the symbol's meaning as the company intends. A heart

means love in many contexts, but to those watching their choles

terol, a heart on a food produa label or a menu indicates a low-fat

entree

Although we tend to think of symbols as design elements,

other sensory elements can be symbolic as well, making them pow

erful conveyors of meaning in the design of an experience. The

sound of a Harley-Davidson has become symbolic of its perform

ance. A new-car smell is synonymous with a vehicle fresh off the

produaion line. The ultra-soft feel of mink, silk, or fine leather is a

symbol of luxury.

Sensations

Without their acquired meaning, the noise from a motorcycle and

the smell of a new car would just be sensations. Sensations refer to

what consumers can perceive through sight, sound, smell, taste or

touch. (Some might argue for another dimension that accounts for

a mental or psychic "vibe," but we'll leave that for another book.).

The palette of sensations a designer can use to refine experiencesis

extraordinarily rich. It includes color, hue, shape, texture, music,

rhythm, aroma, vibration, and anything else our senses can per

ceive and distinguish. These elements are commonly used in prod

ua and brand design but can just as easily add dimension to

service offerings, environments, and promotional activities. Nord-

Strom's praaice of employing a pianist to provide customers with
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live music is an element of sound added to the environment. A

masseuse's use of aromatherapy adds an element of smell to the

service of massage.

The interpretation of a sensation is often subjective This can

make it difficult to choose a sensation that is appropriate to the

meaning a company is trying to evoke. For example, the color white

evokes freshness and renewal in much ofthe world, but in China, it

is associated with sadness and mourning. A rural listener might

hear the sound of running water and infer a stream nearby, where

an urban listener concludes there's a broken water main. The smell

of incense may have religious connotations to some, while some

Baby Boomers associate it with smoking pot in the 1960's.

Ideally, if a word, symbol or sensation is well integrated into

an experience, it can become emblematic of its meaning, commu

nicating intent quickly and convincingly. For many of its cus

tomers, a faint whiff of McDonald's French fries brings to mind the

entire experience of visiting the quick-serve restaurant and all its

connotations, both good and bad. Because they tend to operate at

an almost instinctive level, these triggers, once activated, are

extremely difficult to revise or undo. It's a wise innovation team

that invests upfront to thoroughly understand a trigger's implica

tion before incorporating it into an experience

Confirming Perceptions

While it's tempting for experience developers to assume they know

the value of triggers, or can aeate a new trigger and imbue it with

meaning, that's a risky and potentially cosdy proposition.

Without confirming customers' perception of triggers, it is easy

for companies to inadvertendy aeate misleading or confusing

expressions of meaning—or worse—offend their customers at the

social level rather than connecting with them at the level of mean-
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ing. For example within our own culture, we're so accustomed to

the symbolic meanings of color—white for purity, red for passion,

blue for calm—that we don't recognizethat these meanings are not

universal.

in 2004, Cheskin collabo- While it's tempting for
rated with MSI-ITM and CMCD tho$e charged ^
Visual Symbols Libraryon a study
of color. Thanks to the speed of experience developers
the Internet, we were able to sur- to assume they know
vey nearly 13,000 people in 17 the value of triggers, or
countries over a few weeks to can create &n£w trjgger
learn what different colors meant

in different contexts. We first and imbue * Wfth
asked respondents to pick a meaning, that's a risky
favorite color, and then contin- and potentially COStly
ued by focusing on eight colors proposition.
(red, blue green, purple, orange,

yellow, black, and white) asking

participants to rate the colors in terms of their association with cer

tain attributes, products, companies, and countries.

Among many intriguing findings, the study confirmed that

perceptions of color differ significantly by culture. While blue is a

global favorite, some countries next choice is red but others choose

purple, green, or black. Red is the universal color of love but in

Asian countries, orange has the second highest love connection. In

English-speaking countries, purple is the romantic runner-up, while

in Brazil, Mexico, and France, white speaks of romance. Yellow

nearly equals red's heat in Spain. Needless to say, our athletic shoe

company has much to consider in deciding the color of its brand

identity if it seeks a market beyond the U.S.

Perhaps the most complex and vexing part of understanding

triggers is their tendency to change. Because we live in an increas

ingly multicultural environment with the opportunity for ideas,
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concepts and beliefs to cross-pollinate, the triggers we produce and

respond to are not as codified as they were in the past. If we think

about the range of tastes that trigger love and conneaedness in our

extended family, we may well find

n , , , that each generation identifies a
Perhaps the most complex ,,_,.«- • . „

r r completely different sensation. For

and vexing part Of our parent's generation, it might
Understanding triggers is include the familiar taste of

their tendency to change. <tom*d liver, meatloaf, or atuna
casserole For us, it might be the

sweetness of Mrs. Fields cookies.

Forour nieces and nephews, it may be the pure flavorof organic veg

etables and tofu stir-fry. The demand for the meaningful experience

stays the same,but the effeaive triggers evolve. This typeof change

can be ascertained through traditional research methods on an "as

needed" basis, but we have long advocated the importance of main

taining a currentand accurately defined vocabulary of triggers.

A vocabulary of triggers can be created through a combina

tion of ethnographic work and quantitative surveys that are longi

tudinal—that is, repeated over time This mix combines the ability

of ethnography to identify the nuances of cultural distinctions with

the ability of quantitative metrics to measure the size and signifi

cance of change. This approach is not as complicated as it may

seem, if we observe a few guidelines:

1. Hire trained, professional ethnographers to identify the

most salient and triggers in each culture that are relevant to the

type of experiences a company provides. Anthropologists with

graduate-level training and commercial ethnography experience

typically havean acute sensitivity to working in unfamiliar cultural

contexts and can recognizetriggersthat others wouldn't see. Ethno

graphers who are of the culture being studied are the most attuned

its distinctions.
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2. Choose locations carefully. Unless the country's culture is

homogenous (and few are), the choice of location for ethnographic

observations can greatly skewthe results. Using the U.S. asan exam

ple, imagine if an ethnographer reported back on the country's most

important triggers after conducting a dozen ethnographies only in

Hawaii (leis would certainly be included). Locations should be

selected to ensure that they don't under- or over-represent character

istics that are not common to the population being studied.

3. Capture the essence of the trigger. This may seem obvi

ous, but ethnographers sometimes think everything can be reduced

to words. Photographs and audio recordings are often much easier

to understand than written descriptions. Similarly, whenever possi

ble, the ethnographers should bring back real examples.

4. Create a central archive. A central archive of triggers eases

access and ensures cohesive application across cultures. Current

technology tools make this a relatively simple task to accomplish,

particularly the visual databases, virtual shared collaboration

spaces, mobile computing tools, and digital photography.

5. Monitor the attributes and meanings associated with key

triggers. Establishing a baseline understanding of what triggers

imply to people and updating this periodically helps design teams

use words, symbols and sensations accurately across cultures and

over time. Watch for changes, and don't assume a small change is

insignificant. Bigshifts all have a starting point.

Taking the time to fully investigate the cultural significance of

triggers and their power to refine the details of an experience creates

a reusable asset for the innovation team that moderates risk and

increases the likelihood of success. Used properly, a vocabulary of

triggers (or if that's not feasible, ad hoc feedback on selected trig

gers) can improve die design ofthe product or service. It can ensure

that the experience is accurately understood and interpreted, and

clarify the communication of meaning throughout the experience.
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The ultimate goal of an experiencedesign team is this mean

ingful, two-way connection with customers. Developing the right

triggers and elements of interaaivity initiates this conneaion and

fosters its growth. Once these refining details are envisioned, the

innovation process can shift from development to execution

(assumingthe companyapproves going forward at this point) and

we can tackle the final. phase in delivering meaningful experiences;

that of sustaining it over time and helping it evolve. We'll turn to

that next.


